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SWEDISH BUILDER DELTA POWERBOATS INTRODUCES
54 AND 88FT ALL-CARBON FIBER SPORT YACHTS
TO THE AMERICAN MARKET
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Miami Beach, Florida – Swedish yacht builder
DELTA Powerboats has introduced a line of all-carbon fiber sport and cruising
motor yachts to the North, Central and South American markets. In an exclusive
importer/distributor arrangement with Miami-based entrepreneur and yachtsman
Chapman Ducote, the DELTA Powerboats Americas line includes the 54
CarbonIPS and the brand new DELTA Yacht 88 IPS all-carbon fiber semi-custom
sports yachts.
As the world’s first large all-carbon fiber production boat, the award-winning
DELTA 54 IPS is intended for both long-range and day cruising. Designed by
Lars Modin, the 54 echoes DELTA’s distinctive angular features and is
constructed of vacuum infused carbon fiber and divinycell with vinylester resins.
The 54 can be equipped with triple Volvo IPS 600s of 435hp each, which, when
combined with her superior hull design and carbon fiber construction, easily
achieve a 32.5-knot cruising speed that burns 46 GPH. At 10-knots, owners can
enjoy a nearly 2,000nm range while burning only 9 GPH. Seakeeper’s zero
speed gyroscopic stabilization is among the many upgrade options available.
Also sporting a design by Lars Modin, the new DELTA Yacht 88 IPS has been
designed and purpose-built for luxury, comfortable cruising and fuel efficiency.
Three Volvo IPS 1200s power this 80ft hull to a spritely 39-knot top speed. Sea
trials have shown fuel consumption that is up to 40% less than that of
comparable sized yachts.
The Volvo IPS system features joystick control that allows for superb
maneuverability and effortless owner/operator handling.
Within both sea-kindly packages are world-class Scandinavian designed
interiors, highlighted by exceptional visibility, high-end finishes and generous
storage. Each yacht is semi-custom and delivered to the owner’s specs.
Designed for owner/operators or to run with a small professional crew, the
DELTA 54 IPS features three cabins that comfortably accommodate up to six
while the 88 features a full-beam king size master suite, a VIP and two twin
cabins along with accommodations for two crewmembers. Large, versatile

cockpit and exterior deck areas easily facilitate any on-the-water activity, from
fishing and diving to swimming and sunning.
“For the discerning client or family looking for something unique that is truly the
best of its class, the all-carbon fiber DELTA yachts will exceed all expectations,”
says Chapman Ducote, DELTA Powerboat’s Director of the Americas. “Not only
are they designed to be safe, efficient and maneuverable, they are beautifully
styled with high-end touches that will turn heads in harbors from Miami to Maine.”
Sea trials of the DELTA 54 are available immediately. Trials are by appointment
only and may be arranged by calling 305-439-5803 or emailing
sales@deltapowerboats.us. Brokers welcome.
About DELTA Powerboats: From its ISO-certified production facility in
Saaremaa, Sweden, DELTA Powerboats has been designing and building
innovative sport, sailing and cruising boats since 2003. Current production
models range from 26 to 88 feet with over 400 vessels delivered to date.
About DELTA Powerboats Americas: Established in April, 2014, DELTA
Powerboats Americas prides itself not only on offering a product that is
unmatched in style, technology and quality by any other manufacturer in the
American market, but on extending the same level of service and care “post sale”
for which DELTA Powerboats is known.
About Chapman Ducote: Chapman Ducote’s passion for the sea began at a
young age on the waters of the Gulf of Mexico and continued through his career
as both an entrepreneur and professional racecar driver. It was his highly
successful racing career that solidified his appreciation for the benefits of
technology and carbon fiber construction techniques, and served as his
inspiration to seek out a unique yacht line that surpassed any other on the
American market in terms of style, design, construction and performance. No
stranger to the yachting industry, Ducote has owned and operated many vessels,
from Magnums to a Heritage Fleet Feadship. “Carbon fiber is the material of the
future, and DELTA Powerboats is building the future with style, luxury, speed and
seaworthiness,” says Ducote. “I’ve always been obsessed with ‘power to weight
ratios’ in race cars and I’m excited to bring this same mentality to yachting. This
is truly a ‘game changer’.”
Link to high res photos, specs and videos:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/own0wa2yb7yizzg/QItNi8O5eH

